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Joe Bray-Ali is the only remaining challenger alive in Los Angeles
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Hello Friend -This campaign will continue until the final ballots are counted. Below is our campaign's public statement - sent an hour ago
to press. Joe has not conceded.
Thank you all - more soon. -Michael

Los Angeles, CA -- In a contentious race against a corporate, establishment incumbent, Joe Bray-Ali, a dynamic grassroots
candidate running on a platform of Safe Streets and Strong Neighborhoods, continues fighting.
Throughout the campaign Joe Bray-Ali drew contrasts to the incumbent by promising a restoration of basic municipal
services and a responsive council office to the community’s needs. It remains likely that a majority of voters opted for
change in our district once provisional, outstanding vote by mail, and write in votes are tallied by the end of the week. Joe
Bray-Ali himself submitted a provisional ballot yet to be counted, along with thousands of other voices in the district.
Joe Bray-Ali’s campaign has consistently overcome expectations and has built district-wide operation mobilizing civic
engagement. Joe Bray-Ali has transformed his advocacy and community organizing into a broad coalition ready to address
the issues of affordability, environmental justice and preservation, and building social equity through basic street cleanliness
and safety in CD1.
Joe Bray-Ali commented on the inconclusive result:
The final votes have not been counted in the race in Council District 1. The Clerk’s office still has
provisional, vote by mail, and write-in ballots to count. When the final votes are counted by Friday it will
be revealed a majority of the district have voiced their discontentment with our current representation. As
we await the final tally of votes, I'll continue to reach out to voters, knock the doors, and engage with the
community.
###
Joe Bray-Ali is a Democratic candidate for Los Angeles City Council in Council District 1. Joe is a small business owner
who knows first hand how to grow a successful business in today’s economy. He is a community activist and father
continuing his advocacy for safe streets and strong neighborhoods in his campaign for City Council.

Michael Atkins
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